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www.youtube.com/user/MunnaMichael1 You know when I first started my YouTube channel?
Only one good friend, Michael, with a lot of support, and later, joins, the MunnaMichael1

team. I say later, as this person was a well-kept secret, to start preparing! Michael was the first
video uploader I invited to upload a content video on my channel. His first video, since it was a
silly video, was a reaction video to one of my videos, where I had placed a video from a film I

had downloaded. I do not know much about video editing, but he did a good job! For this
video, he decided to mention the name of the cartoon I had watched and the name of the song,
and used it as a title of the video. Because of this short video, we started a friendship that lasted
for 10 years! In this video, I ask him to do a short reaction video to another video I had made, a

video in which I had filmed a false memory for the first time. This video has a title called
"Reaction Video \\\\ Try to Suppress Your thoughts. \\\\", which talks about how we have

dreams or fantasies about the future. This is a video that I made for my channel to help me to
understand how to develop my imagination and my dreams. I ask Michael to write a song that
matches the video, so I could write a video! He wrote three different songs and I had the final
version, the so-called "Dance Video (Munna David Dylan Music)". I say more about the video
in this short description, that there is nothing magical, but the writing of it and the recording of

it. Thanks to Michael, I had a time where I became very close 3e33713323
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